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About This Game

""You must be here about the new operator position. Unfortunately no more are---
Wait, you wanna be a sniper!?""

This is a light-hearted first person shooter.

Key Features:
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Consists of 15 missions with a variety of themes.

Take out various targets, everything from trains, cars, to bombs and helicopters. Everything EXCEPT people!

Utilize the unique skill/perks system to go all out and customize your character.

No need to hesitate with complicated weapon management. Just shoot.

The main character comes to life in 2D animation.

2 difficulty levels and plenty of unlockable achievements.
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Title: Heroine of the Sniper
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
kido
Publisher:
kido
Release Date: 30 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10 (32bit or 64bit)

Processor: Intel Celeron 2957U

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Iris Graphics 6100, Radeon HD 5670

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Japanese
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heroine of the sniper

I honestly only bought this because I only spent less than a dollar on the original game, which is amazing. I'm glad I did. The
DLC really only adds to a game which by itself is close to perfect. It's the perfect example of what an "expansion" could be. It
adds and adds good stuff that you didn't even know you missed in the original. Definitively recommended, especially after
playing the vanilla game for a while.. People are waaaay to hard on this game. It's only 5 bucks, has many hours and hours of
game play and it's enjoyable. It isn't good as Myst {what game is???} It's well worth the price and is very enjoyable, take notes.
:). Game is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Even for around $2, this game isn't worth it. I know its new, but it has lots of
glitches and bugs and barely anyone plays this game. This game needs more fixing. 3\/10. The first flight I did was Geneva-
Yverdon and I was very disappointed in discovering that the Yverdon aerodrome does not exist! For a dedicated scenario I
would expect that all airports in the covered area exist, even if not very detailed.
I hope that it will be improved in the future.. For the price, Heretic Operative is hours of fun. It's quick, there are a huge
number of permutations, and it has a great, self-contained world. You do have to go into it with the right attitude - think of
board games like Arkham Horror or Mansions of Madness where you are really up against huge odds and sometimes, a bad roll
will kill everyone no matter how good your plan is. If you like those games and that concept, you will love Heretic Operative - it
captures the dynamic perfectly. Like Arkham Horror the underlying map does not change so the replay value comes from trying
out different combinations of heroes, enemies, and quests and you can get a lot of run time out of those combos.

In short, huge amounts of fun and priced to move. Totally recommend for Lovecraft fans and anyone else into the eldritch
horror genre!. love it glitchy but fun hope theres alot more mission and skrmish mode ,they should do a game mode (stubbs the
zombie) where you start in a city and spead a huge infestion,with more updates and modes and differnt classes of zombie this
game going to be awsome :). got attacked by a territory that only had 3 units, yet somehow i got attacked by 3 units ad the
territory that only had 3 units was able to give up 3 units without missing 1, please fix this glitch. No Server at all , No Single
player with Bot Options.
. Hilarious game for timekilling with anyone
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nice idea, but a truly awful experience :-/. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nS31oVQ7Lmw&feature=youtu.be

The only game I have over 1000 frames in, outside of the menu screen.

Seriously if this game looks like a good purchase to you, please don't vote.

(Also I was given a key for review). Incredible! I've been playing Weiqi for a while before getting this software, and now play at
about 4-kyu, and I'm greatly impressed by the AI of Crazy Stone Deep Learning. I usually play against the 7d computer level on
19x19 when I have a lot of time. 6d or 5d when I'm in the mood for a quick game. 3k to 1d when I'm feeling like trying to beat
a stronger opponent. The higher levels teach me a lot about the game. Mistakes at my level are quickly punished by the AI. I
often use the [estimate] Territory function when experimenting against stronger levels so I can see what works and what doesn't,
and why. The interface, music and sound effects are simple but quite comfortable. I look forward to The Second Edition.

Of course, I also do some study from books and videos online to make best use of my "Go" time, so I can improve faster and
enjoy playing this and stronger human players even more.

Very well worth the money if you're serious about improving your game!! It's rare I can ever play a 1d+ human player in my
small city, so being able to play 7d anytime as often as I like is huge for me. Thank you.

If you're a weak player, you might not like the price, and might want to buy a $10 book first, or buy an easy game instead if
you're not serious about Weiqi \/ Baduk \/ Igo \/ "Go". However, I wouldn't discourage a beginner from buying this if serious
about the game and can afford the investment. You can play against the 13 kyu level AI on 9x9, 13x13 and 19x19 boards, and
work your way up the levels. (A beginner is 30-kyu but usually improves quickly.)

If you're quite strong and don't want a $20 program you can beat easily, this is well worth $80.

For those mentioning AlphaGo, you can't buy it, and it runs on a neural network of something like 2000 cores, for a super
corporation's AI research and development that will someday "go" way beyond board games. So, why compare AlphaGo to $80
software you can enjoy right now?. Before saying anything about the game i must note that the game seems to be still in early
alpha state of development.
if i can describe the game in one sentence i would say "full of bugs and lack of several key features".

Pros
Big zone to explore (i ssume there will be more in the future or this is just the first island)
Lot of equipment items
Lot of mounts
Open skill choice (you can chose to use any skill starting at level 1)
It seems they are giving you the power to name the map zones (runebook)
It feels nice just go and kill whatever you find (you found a turtle? go ahead, kill it, it may drop a dark lizard mount if you are
lucky)
The game is still on development

Cons
The battle system is not good enogh (or maybe not good at all depending on the player)
There is no map so you have no idea where you are and how to find things
Really hard to find out how dangerous is an enemy (usually the level is not displayed)
Server disconnection (i got disconnected several time god knows why because is not my ISP)
The interface is really bad (and i am being nice about it)
Is not sandbox but either have something to follow (no story, literaly the quests mentions you as a hero, god knows why, and
expect you to kill or collect something or both, and usually they are bugged and are unable to complete)
No ingame bug report system making even harder to colaborate.
Almost no players (should be fun to play with friends)
Could be more but i cant remember everything i saw
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The game is not expensive, you could try it without espending lots of money like many other games, so if you have doubts about
the game just try it and if you dont like it remember that steam lets you get your money back before the first 2 hours of gaming
or 2 weeks of buying.

Hope this help you decide.

EDIT:
After some more hours of gameplay I finally finished exploring the entire map, it is not huge, is not even big, could fell big at
the beginning but is really small, most of the land is empty, no monsters, no trees or something else.
Found a "secret" location (you can only access through the (I think) only usable door\/portal in the game, inside was an enemy
named "Satan" and it was impossible to kill for me at level 70. It was kind of disappointing, I was hoping to find a portal to
another place or something, maybe I need to kill Satan first.

Anyway, I recommend the game only because it could be better in the future.. This game is so intreaguing and charming, a
perfect adventure game for us monkey island lovers looking to ease our pain :-). Damn good game, played against bots for a bit
to train. Very nice movement system
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